What the experts doctors are saying about Kangen Water®
Kangen Water®
The 8 benefits of Kangen Water are: Alkaline, Detoxifying, Hydrating, Oxygenating,
Anti-Oxidant, Anti-Oxidizing, Anti-Inflammatory and Micro-Clustering.
The benefits of this water are numerous. Our bodies are made up of 70% to 80%
water.
Our 75 Trillion blood cells live, thrive, die, repair and receive nourishment throughout
this medium. Our blood is made up of a higher percentage of water at 94%. Without
water, our cells would not function properly and thus the result would be our demise.
Because of its negative charge (-), this water becomes a scavenger water seeking out
positive (+) damaging free radicals and acids from our bodies, thus eliminating them.
As a result, this increases our overall well being and helps balance our bodies pH level
from acid towards alkaline. Below here you will see what some of the most respected
doctors and scientists are saying about alkaline water and Kangen Water. Most of the
doctors represents doctor unions, the health care sector, hospitals or disease
organizations and societies.
- Millions of Doctors and nutritional experts recommend an Alkaline Way of Living and
also say that Acidity or Oxidative Stress is the key to most autoimmune diseases.
- More than 5000 citations from scientific papers, doctors and health care providers
say that structured water can even cure diseases.
- The body absorbs Kangen Water 500 - 600 % faster than regular tap water.
- There are 500-800% more antioxidants in 1 glass of Kangen Water, measured by an
ORP instrument, than in Green Tea.
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Dr. Hiromi Shinya, leading endocrinologist, clinical professor of surgery, head of
the endoscopic center at Beth Israel Medical Center, Vice-chairman of the
Japanese Medical Association in the United States.
“It is widely recognized in the medical profession that a
healthy and clean colon is one of the most important
precursors to good health and that the great majority of
body ailments and diseases originate in an acidic and
dirty colon. Water is essential for your health.”
“I have examined more than 300,000 people’s
stomachs and intestines for 35 years and realize that
our health depends largely on our dietary life. And from
my experiences I would like to teach you healthy,
dietary habits to help you enjoy your life!”
“It is widely recognized in the medical profession that a
healthy and clean colon is one of the most important
precursors to good health and that the great majority of
body ailments and diseases originate in an acidic and
dirty colon.
Water is essential for your health. Drinking “good
water;” especially hard water which has much calcium
and magnesium keeps your body at an optima alkaline
pH.”
“Kangen Water is alkaline rich water (ph 8-9.5), and is
considered the very best drinking water because of its
incomparable powers of hydration, detoxification, and
anti-oxidation.” (Page 159)
Dr. Shinya, author of The Enzyme Factor, on the
relationship between enzymes and health has sold two
million copies in Japan. In his book Dr. Shinya extols the
virtues of drinking alkaline ionized water, specifically,
Kangen Water® produced only by the Enagic® devices.
Dr. Shinya puts all his patients on Kangen Water® as
part of his recommended diet.
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Dr. Horst Filtzer, Vascular Surgeon
“When I first drank Kangen water I experienced
something I had never had before, I liked it, I liked it
very much. ... As I investigated the product, as I
investigated the concept of ionized water as I
investigated the concept of alkalization of the body
cells, I became more and more convinced that this is a
product that is of absolute value to all mankind. That it
is a product that should be used in all households if at
all possible, because it clearly is superior to any form of
water than I ever encountered.”
“Personally, I can testify that there is no question that
my own life has been markedly enriched by the
ingestion of Kangen Water. .. I endorse Kangen Water
as a physician, as a surgeon, as a human being,
100%. I feel that it is of great benefit to all
mankind. ... I can only recommend it in the highest
way.”
Dr. Horst Filtzer, MD a Harvard Medical School graduate cum laude is a Vascular
Surgeon. Horst has 35 years of active surgical practice in General and Vascular
Surgery at Cambridge City Hospital in capacities as Assistant Director, Department
Chairman, and Program Director He is also Director of the Wound Care Center in
Western Arizona Regional Medical Center, Bullhead City, AZ.

“If you can bring about a shift in a person’s pH by making it
slightly more alkaline, and reduce the state of oxidation in the
body and get minerals into the cells, the body can heal itself of
anything”.
- Dr. Thomas Rau, MD, Chief Medical Director of the
Paracelsus Clinic in Switzerland, and founder of Paracelsus
Biological Medicine.
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Dr. Corinne Allen, international researcher and
practitioner in natural health and nutrition.
“Brain inflammation can occur from many causes
including: head injuries, premature birth, lack of
oxygen and various infections. The resulting
inflammation can provide dysfunction in the body’s
ability to detoxify harmful substances. They can also
exhibit mitochondria that have low energy output and
high free-radical generation. Often those with brain
challenges like Autism and Aspergers, drink almost no
water each day, only accentuating the problems in
brain functioning. In Autistics and others where brain
inflammation is high, toxins can more easily cross the
blood brain flooding the brain with free radicals.”
“Kangen WaterTM has been providing my clients with a strong source of
antioxidants and improved hydration. In our brain programs we observed that
our therapeutic expectations have been significantly exceeded by adding
Kangen WaterTM to the treatment plan”.
“Just about every condition I can think of, from arthritis
to diabetes to cancer, is associated with acidity. It is no
coincidence that many of our modern habits such as
alcohol consumption, smoking, eating sugar, and stress,
all tend to increase acidity. The only parts of our body
that are supposed to be acidic are the contents of the
stomach, the skin, and perspiration. Virtually everything
else is supposed to be at least slightly alkaline.”
-Dr. Robert C. Atkins, Physician
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“Health is a matter of putting the body in a state of
equilibrium and balance, and that ionized water
offers one of the most simple, effective and costsaving ways to help achieve this balance.”
- Dr. Tim McKnight, MD

“Drinking four to six glasses of alkaline water a day will help to
neutralize over acidity and over time will help to restore your
buffering ability. Alkaline water should be used when conditions
of over acidity develop, such as cold, flu or bronchitis. Like
vitamins C, E and Beta Carotene, alkaline water acts as an
antioxidant because of its excess supply of free electrons. This
can help the body against the development of heart disease,
strokes, immune dysfunctions and other common ailments. The
benefits of the alkaline water created through electrolysis far
exceed just its ability to gently raise the pH of the cells and
tissues of the body and to neutralize acids. Because the
alkaline water has gained a significant number of free electrons
through the electrolysis process, it is able to donate these electrons to active oxygen
free radicals in the body, thereby becoming a super antioxidant. By donating its excess
free electrons, alkaline water is able to block the oxidation of normal tissue by free
oxygen radicals.” - Dr. Susan Lark, MD, Clinical Nutritionist
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